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Animals in Javanese manuscript
illustrations
Dick van der Meij
ABSTRACT
historical chronicles (babad
Animals are portrayed in relation to the characters in the text they illustrate.
Serat Selarasa, Serat Panji Jayakusuma, Serat Asmarasupi, Serat Jayalengkara Wulang,
and Serat Damar Wulan,
Babad Perang
Demak. It appears from the illustrations in the manuscripts discussed that in the
narrative poems the wayang style is preferred and they depict animals differently
from the babad for which the wayang-style is not used and whose illustrations
serpents, crocodiles, and elephants, and in the babad on all the animals featured.1
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INTRODUCTION
as they are often very attractive and enjoyable and offer interesting insights

into the number of manuscripts or which texts were illustrated. The reasons
for this are the limited number of scholars able and willing to study these
manuscripts. The blame for this might perhaps be traced to two reasons: the
often too text-oriented and disinterested in other aspects of manuscripts – and
because manuscripts, including illustrated ones, have found their way on to

be on animals as part of the natural world.
indeed any other manuscript tradition in Indonesia – has never been studied
in-depth. This having been said, Annabel Teh Gallop included a chapter
Early views of Indonesia
in which she included illustrations from manuscripts of a variety of Indonesian
cultures and some drawn by foreigners. The chapter offers a starting-point
in the study of this fascinating aspect of Indonesian manuscript illustrations
can be found in my Indonesian manuscripts from the Islands of Java, Madura, Bali,

the most important repositories, but individual manuscripts can also be
manuscripts do not always state whether a manuscript is illustrated or not.

problem, a limited number of collections will be explored in this article and,
where possible, will be stated how these manuscripts can be accessed on the
Internet.
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qualities. Some are meticulously executed depicting great detail, whereas
artists. Examples of crude and unsophisticated illustrated manuscripts are a
3
manuscript of the Jaransari Jaranpurnama2
4
a manuscript of the Serat Damar Wulan
and the Serat Damar
Wulan

Figure 1. Serat Damar Wulan.

Yoe Djin. A Dutch synopsis of the story and descriptions of the manuscripts

2
3

4

accessed digitally on the DREAMSEA database: https://www.hmmlcloud.org/dreamsea/
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in wayang

All three manuscripts are illustrated
Serat Asmarasupi

were illustrated and there was probably a good reason certain texts were
manuscripts of Panji texts but most manuscripts which contain Panji stories
are not illustrated at all. The same holds true, for instance, for manuscripts of
the Serat Asmarasupi,10 Serat Selarasa,11 Serat Angling Darma,12 Serat Dewakusuma
Kembar,13 and Serat Damar Wulan.14 Some of them are illustrated but most
manuscripts as they are part of the major collections in the world. In other
places, we unexpectedly come across illustrated manuscripts which are not
part of the major collections, such as an illustrated manuscript of the Serat Jaran
Sari Jaran Purnama from Indramayu and, especially, the Serat Jatiswara also
manuscript of this text. The number of depictions of the natural world in
these illustrated manuscripts varies and some do not contain pictures of the
natural world at all.
poems is that they use the so-called wayang-style, in which the depiction of
8

For instance, manuscript Panji Jayakusuma

Serat Dewakusuma, Schoemann II 4
Serat Panji Smarabangun
10

11

12

13

14

Serat Semarasupi rather than Serat Asmarasupi
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props may be attributed to the set-up of wayang
by
Many manuscripts use the wayang-style combined with
non-wayang style with varying levels of success. At present, any statement on

different. For instance, one manuscript of the Serat Panji Jayakusuma in the
wayang
elaborate and detailed settings, as can be seen illustrated in Illuminations.18
is also
of the natural world, as is the Serat Damar Wulan
careful study in its own right.20

BABAD
Manuscripts of other texts which contain illustrations, sometimes also of the
natural world, are babad
written in poetic form but also in prose. The illustrations in these manuscripts
wayang

babad illustrations are not drawn in

of perspective and scant use of depictions of the surroundings in which these
manuscript of the Babad Blambangan

Babad Dipanegara
These illustrations
are usually character-focused as indeed the people who play a role in babad
are the reason they were written to begin with. Also, many scenes which are
and
deliberations, in which few or no other elements disturb the overall impression
21

18

20

21

Examples of these illustrations can be seen in the following publications. Babad Blambangan,
Babad Dipanagara
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the picture wants to convey. Indeed, in the case of babad, most manuscripts
are not illustrated at all. In this contribution, I shall use one instance of an
illustrated poetic babad, the Babad Perang Demak which is part of the collection
realistic style than the Babad Blambangan and Babad Dipanegara we have seen
above.

OTHER MANUSCRIPT ADORNMENTS WITH ANIMALS: WADANA RENGGAN, PEPADAN,
AND PAWUKON

Illustrations are included in manuscripts not only to depict scenes from the
texts they contain, but also to enliven or beautify manuscripts in other ways.
include wadana renggan, elaborately illuminated facing opening and/or end
pages or introductory pages to new topics. For a long time, these wadana
her readers that there are explicit relationships between the illumination and
22

These

Wibawa that contains the lagon

wadana
renggan called Mahindra Jathaning Teksaka Resmi of the male Bedhaya Durma
24
Jaler
where the word Teksaka refers
. The entire epic was
23

sarpayajña as related in the
wadana renggan named Patrasula Gawat Gatining Priya that adorn the Banda
Baya, where the word baya
In manuscripts of poetic narratives and other texts, cantos are divided
canto is ending and a new one commencing. These pepadan can be beautifully
these can indicate the verse metre of the canto to come. For instance, the name
of the verse metre, dhangdhanggula, contains the word dhangdhang which is
a crow and, indeed, when one or more of these birds is included in a canto
dhangdhanggula is to follow. Of course, this is
22
23
24
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not always the case and singers of the texts are wise to remain cautious so as
not to begin singing the new canto in the wrong melody. For instance, one
manuscript of a Babad Cina
birds but the birds do not herald the arrival of the verse metre dhangdhanggula.28
Illuminations in a
introduce the poetic metre sinom
or pawukon also contain illustrations of the natural world, especially of animals
are to be found in many manuscripts.
Exceptionally beautiful depiction of animals is found in the various
versions of the Sestra Ageng Adidarma (Adidumastra, Adi Darmasastra
30

31

Figure 2. A abrata, Adidumastra.31

28

30

31
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It portrays animals naturalistically. Finally, we should not forget the mixtures
between elements from the natural and the supernatural world leading to the
creation of mythological beasts which also lend themselves to depiction in
manuscripts in much the same way as the natural world itself. Examples are,
of course, the gods Ganesha and Narasingha from the Hindu pantheon but also
gajahmina
naga and nagadina serpents which are part and parcel
and in wadana renggan.
Alas, they will have to wait for treatment on another occasion.
32

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ILLUSTRATIONS AND MANUSCRIPT PRODUCTION
There seems to have been a relationship between the production of illustrated
manuscripts and the reason for which these manuscripts were made. This is
are often beautifully illustrated and illuminated simply to please the rulers and
other palace dwellers and, more prosaically, because neither time nor money
was an issue. One example is a particularly beautifully executed manuscript,
the sumptuously illustrated Serat Bratayudha
33
and
Dewa Ruci, part of the royal collection in The Hague,
34

Babad Perang Demak
is says that borrowing this manuscript costs 10 cent. The public was probably
illustrated rather than other manuscripts. Probably the public had its own
expectations and people who wished to borrow narrative poems wanted them
to have wayang illustrations but others, who wanted babad, might have expected
a more natural style.
ANIMALS
with depicting the heroes of the stories and the people with whom they interact.
Often the drawings resemble scenes from the wayang theatre and, possibly
wayang performances. Scenes often portrayed are audiences
dignitaries, or the travels to or from these venues. They appear in total isolation
wayang performances and
32

33
34

Such as in the
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illustrated manuscripts is mostly limited to pictures of animals. Other aspects
rarer in manuscripts illustrations. Moreover, one of the most salient features
babad is that these animals
are depicted in relation to the human characters in the story, sometimes in
the story, for instance, mounts such as horses and elephants, or wild creatures
which had to be defeated, often serpents, wild bulls, and crocodiles. The number
of different animals portrayed in manuscripts is fairly limited because of the

tigers are sometimes also depicted, this is comparatively rare. That the number
similar texts and therefore, they include the same animals. Artists were probably
in different manuscripts at different times by different artists. Probably the
expectations of the reading public also played a role in which illustrations were

next. This leads to fascinating questions as to manuscript ownership, manuscript
consultation, borrowing, lending, copying, and many more topics which must be
excluded from the present discussion. It also leads to questions about whether
4 show pictures of manuscripts of the same text, Serat Asmarasupi.
A Dutch synopsis
of the contents of the story and detailed descriptions of the manuscripts can be
38

and the second only one and the trees in both pictures differ. The manuscript in
I believe that in both manuscripts, Asmarasupi and the serpent were drawn
by the same individual but the settings in which they were placed were the

38
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same and a careful comparison between these manuscripts might show that
the wayang characters and the animals were indeed drawn by the same artist.

40

Figure 3. Serat Semarasupi

Figure 4. Serat Asmarasupi
40

40
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manuscripts of different texts made in different times and by various
individuals, as can be seen in the following examples. In all cases, the serpent
winds itself around its prey – albeit not always in exactly the same way – and
the Serat Asmarasupi written in pegon (Arabic script adapted to the requirements

Serat Asmarasupi

bocah mencul 41 In this manuscript, the illustration of the scene
is repeated and, in both cases, the serpent has its victim securely ensnared
captions say: ula bulet on the right and smarasupi on the left. The depiction of
Serat Panji
42
Jayakusuma
the other manuscripts.

41
42
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43

Serat Panji Jayakusuma.43

CROCODILES
Another animal which features in illustrations is the crocodile. In the Serat
Asmarasupi, the hero, Asmarasupi, must deal with an enormous white crocodile,
tries, Asmarasupi is totally unimpressed and he wins the battle. The crocodile

lir yuyu lan urang
Asmarasupi, as in all wayang depictions, shows no emotion whatsoever and
seems to be enduring his unusual experience with admirable tranquillity. This
is a good example in which the wayang
with the non-wayang style.
story. They can also feature in different places such as in elaborate canto divides
(pepadan
Serat Jayalengkara
44
It is unclear to me why these crocodiles have been put in
the elaborate pepadan as I have not found any reference to crocodiles at the end
of the previous canto or at the beginning of the new canto. The poetic metre is
43

44
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pangkur which points to a content of devotion, intense passion and giving advice
but that does not explain the crocodiles. The depiction of the crocodiles is of a
but less convincing than the Bajulsengara.

Serat Semarasupi

Figure 8. Serat Jayalengkara Wulang

144
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ELEPHANTS

the stories or, as in the case with two manuscripts of the Serat Jayalengkara,
pepadan
the commencement of a new canto. Elephant illustrations are also found in the
illuminations (wadana renggan
sengkalan memet
in babad
Babad Ngayogyakarta:
Elephants
are usually portrayed as the mounts on which the heroes ride into battle or to
travel but sometimes also as adversaries required to be defeated, as in Figure
Asmarasupi

Serat Asmarasupi

It would be interesting to investigate the source from which the illustrators
and therefore would have had to have been seen in captivity. One place in
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rice offerings are carried around in procession before being distributed. They
48
Perhaps the
illustrators saw them in their stables or they were inspired by manuscripts
with elephant illustrations they happened to see.
Another occasion on which elephants are depicted as enemies is in a
manuscript of the Serat Selarasa

Figure 10. Serat Selarasa

Nevertheless, most elephants are shown in a more friendly light when they
the elephant is depicted much smaller than in real life, while in comparison
the protagonist riding on it is much too large.

riding-elephant-great-grebeg-parade-indonesia-oct-to-commemorate-eid-al-adha-h-228021103.
48
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Figure 11. Serat Semarasupi

standard, as can also be seen from the following example in the Serat Selarasa

Figure 12. Serat Selarasa
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Another instance, in Figure 13, also shows the elephant much too small,
especially compared to the character on its left which dwarfs it. A small horse
and two small elephants are also portrayed in a manuscript of the Serat Panji
Jayakusuma

Figure 13. Serat Panji Jayakusuma

The way elephants are depicted differs greatly between manuscripts.
of the

The elephant is small and drawn

a wayang puppet which would indeed have been depicted as having both
feet at the same side of the elephant. In this case, the rider is supposed to sit
from a manuscript of the Serat Damar Wulan

in colour.
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Figure 14.

Serat Damar Wulan

The last manuscript is interesting as the wayang
illustrations are not the leather wayang puppets of the shadow theatre but
wayang krucil. The illustration comes over as a
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rather clumsy attempt which could have been produced by a child or a person
In the next example from the Serat Panji Jayakusuma

Serat Panji Jayakusuma

elephant. In this picture, it is interesting to see the difference between the
royal protagonists who are depicted in wayang-style and quite large whereas
the mahout and the payung-bearer are both much smaller than the wayang
characters.
BABAD PERANG DEMAK
The illustrations in the manuscript of the Babad Perang Demak
a totally different nature to those in the narrative poems discussed above.
The story is a small part of the much larger Babad Demak. For one thing, in
this manuscript, there are no pictures whatsoever in the wayang-style. The
in attire consistent with the dress worn in palace and aristocratic circles. The
colour palette is limited throughout the manuscript. Perhaps colours have

Wacana

portrayal of the animals which feature in this text is also somewhat more
the illustrations. All the animals are shown in relation to the human characters
in the babad, usually in a role which clearly puts them at a disadvantage. In
contain animals. The manuscript is probably one of a series as at the end is
a note saying that 204 illustrations were drawn, all of which are clearly not
animals are again portrayed in relation to the characters featured in the story.
sima
does so by not being at all impressed by the tiger which he tames in next to
holds in his arms as if it were a domestic cat.

Babad Perang Demak

The second illustration is that of a male deer (manjangan
antlers are curious. The animal is clearly seen as an adversary and therefore
needed to be subdued. The only other deer portrayed in this manuscript are
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Figure 18. Babad Perang Demak

Babad Perang Demak
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Of course, our heroes win the battle leaving some seventy crocodiles dead.

Figure 20. Babad Perang Demak

with one blow of his hand and by so doing restores the trust the Sultan used
to have in him. The bull is portrayed in two illustrations, one on folio 43v
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Figure 21. Babad Perang Demak

Figure 22. Babad Perang Demak
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CONCLUSION
limited way. They are usually restricted to animals in relation to the characters
wayang-style but any animals are drawn in a different style. Usually, the
relationship between characters in the story and the animals is clear from
Babad Perang
Demak, we see that in illustrations of texts which are seen to be historical and
not represented in wayang

why no detailed depictions of other aspects of the natural world such as trees,
The possible relationship between illustrated manuscripts and their
intended public – lending libraries and their clients, palace circles and their
expectations – might explain why illustrations of certain scenes in the stories
are depicted and others not. It might also explain the text-illustration lay-out
made in the manuscripts.
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